
The Best American Mystery Stories Of The
Nineteenth Century: Unraveling the Secrets of
the Past
Mystery stories have always captivated readers, taking them on thrilling journeys
filled with suspense, intrigue, and unexpected twists. In the vast realm of
literature, the nineteenth century holds a treasure trove of hidden gems that have
laid the foundation for the captivating mysteries we devour today. In this article,
we delve into the enigmatic world of mysteries from the nineteenth century and
explore the best American mystery stories that continue to bewitch audiences
even after centuries.

Mysteries from a Bygone Era

The nineteenth century was a time of great change and transformation, marked
by industrialization and significant leaps in science and technology. However, it
was also a century shrouded in mystery and a sense of the unknown, making it
the perfect backdrop for gripping tales of suspense and puzzlement. Writers of
this era often sought to explore the complexities of human nature and its
ambiguous relationship with the supernatural, weaving intricate plots that left
readers both enthralled and bewildered.

Unlocking the Secrets of the Nineteenth Century

One of the most iconic figures in American mystery literature is Edgar Allan Poe.
His works, such as "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" and "The Purloined Letter,"
set the standard for what would become known as detective fiction. Poe's writings
introduced readers to the brilliant mind of C. Auguste Dupin, a fictional detective
who paved the way for beloved characters like Sherlock Holmes.
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As we journey deeper into the American mystery landscape, authors like
Washington Irving and Ambrose Bierce beckon with their mesmerizing tales.
Irving's "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" immerses readers in a world of
supernatural occurrences and unfathomable fears, while Bierce's "An Occurrence
at Owl Creek Bridge" challenges perceptions of reality and pulls readers into a
dark abyss of uncertainty.

The Legacy Continues: The Best American Mystery Stories

Although countless mysteries were penned during the nineteenth century, some
stories have managed to withstand the test of time, captivating audiences for
generations. Here are a few of the best American mystery stories that continue to
unravel secrets and ignite our imagination:

The Woman in White by Wilkie Collins

First published as a serial in 1859, this groundbreaking mystery novel
explores themes of mistaken identity, mental illness, and hidden secrets.
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Through a series of compelling twists and turns, Collins skillfully builds
suspense, leaving readers on the edge of their seats until the final revelation.

The Circular Staircase by Mary Roberts Rinehart

Pioneering the genre of the "had-I-but-known" mystery, Rinehart's novel
takes readers on a thrilling adventure full of unexpected events. With vivid
descriptions and well-drawn characters, "The Circular Staircase" became an
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instant hit in 1908 and established Rinehart as one of the leading mystery
writers of her time.

The Mystery of Edwin Drood by Charles Dickens

While Dickens is most famous for his social novels, "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood" proves that he was equally skilled at crafting gripping mysteries.
Sadly, Dickens passed away before completing this novel, leaving readers to
speculate about the true identity of the murderer.
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The Enduring Allure of Nineteenth-Century Mysteries

Why do these stories from the nineteenth century still capture our imagination?
Perhaps it is the elegant prose that transports us to a time long ago, or the
masterful storytelling that keeps us guessing until the very end. It could also be
the universal appeal of mysteries, as they allow us to explore the depths of the
human psyche and question the boundaries of the known world.
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Whatever the reason, the best American mystery stories of the nineteenth century
continue to hold a special place in our literary canon. They remind us that the art
of weaving enigmatic tales has been perfected over centuries, captivating and
enthralling readers across time.

In

The nineteenth century was a time of wonder, change, and a touch of the
mysterious. The best American mystery stories from this era have stood the test
of time by unraveling secrets and sparking the imagination of readers. From the
timeless works of Edgar Allan Poe to the lesser-known yet equally captivating
stories, the mysteries of the nineteenth century continue to bewitch and beguile
us. So, pick up a copy of these classics or explore new tales inspired by this
golden age of literature, and embark on a journey to unravel the secrets of the
past.
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An unparalleled treasury of crime, mystery, and murder from the genre’s founding
century
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With stories by Washington Irving, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Mark Twain, Louisa May
Alcott, L. Frank Baum, Edith Wharton, Stephen Crane, and Jack London, The
Best American Mystery Stories of the Nineteenth Century is an essential
anthology of American letters. It’s a unique blend of beloved writers who
contributed to the genre and forgotten names that pioneered the form, such as
Anna Katharine Green, the godmother of mystery fiction, and the African-
American writer Charles W. Chesnutt. Of course, Penzler includes “The Murders
in the Rue Morgue,” recognized as the first detective story, and with thirty-three
stories spanning the years 1824–1899, nowhere else can readers find such a
surprising, comprehensive take on the evolution of the American mystery story.
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